In recent decades, the project scheduling practices known as Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) have been successful in industrial applications, yet remain a subject of disagreement among scholars and sporadically taught in business schools. The purpose of this paper is to assess what aspects of CCPM are appropriate in operations courses, whether dedicated project management classes or broader introductory operations management. To answer this, we survey academic literature on traditional project management problems that gave rise to CCPM to understand if these issues are real. We also examine if the CCPM methodology should, according to scholars, correct these problems, and survey project success stories attributed to CCPM. We conclude that CCPM is an appropriate project management methodology for student consideration on the basis of motivating critical thinking-especially about behavioral issuesrather than formal scientific proof of its merit. In so doing, we survey teaching resources as well as articles in the trade press on the subject. We then present a sequence of numerical practice problems that are designed to motivate further critical reflection about CCPM. Throughout are a number of open questions about CCPM that the academic community has not yet answered that instructors should keep in mind.
INTRODUCTION
In traditional project management practiced in most industries and taught in most business schools, it is assumed that a sequence of tasks in a single project defines the critical path. In Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM), however, a sequence of resources, called a critical chain, may require a task sequence that can exceed the critical path's duration. To account for a project's critical sequence, scholars and practitioners introduced resource-constrained project scheduling methods, perhaps as early as Wiest (1964) . However, compared with traditional critical path methods, CCPM has three fundamental differences: cultural changes in milestone accountability and thus task duration estimation, the employment of safety buffers, and the elimination of multitasking and resource conflicts (Watson 2007, p. 397 ).
The CCPM methodology was borne out of Goldratt and Cox's (1984) so-called Theory of Constraints (TOC) for capacity planning. According to Watson (2007, p. 396) , TOC-based project management was introduced at the 1990 International Jonah Conference and became better known after Goldratt's (1997) Critical Chain.
Goldratt's novel was reviewed in both the business and academic press (e.g., McKay and Morton 1998 , Elton and Roe 1998 , Rand 1998 ) and inspired dozens of practitioner-oriented articles and books (e.g., Globerson 2000 , Gupta 2008 , Gupta 2010 , Hutchin 2001 , Kishira 2009a , Maylor 2000 , Newbold 1998 , Newbold 2008 , Nokes et al. 2003 , Parr 2000b , Patrick 1999 , Patrick 2001 , Patrick 2002 , Piney 2000 , Pinto 1999 , Scherschel 2000 , Simpson 2000 , Sood 2002 , Sood 2003 , Steyn 2000b , Wilkens 2000 . More recently, CCPM was summarized in Cox and Schleier (2010, Sec. 2). As we survey in Section 3, these authors and others attributed astonishing improvements to CCPM in all sorts of organizations including some of the most notoriously difficult project environments like R&D and software development.
As CCPM gained exposure and acceptance, scholars examined its merits. See for example, Balakrishnan et al. (2008) , Cohen et al. (2004) , Herroelen & Leus (2001) , Herroelen et al. (2002) , Lechler et al. (2004) , Maylor (2001) , Rand (2000) , Raz et al. (2003) , Shou & Yeo (2000) , Steyn (2000a Steyn ( , 2002 , Stratton (2009 ), Trietsch (2005 , and Watson et al. (2007) . Consultants embraced the methodology, and new project planning software tools followed. We survey such tools in Section 4.7.
CCPM gained traction in business schools. Pedagogically, it is praised for motivating critical thinking about the potential ills of traditional project scheduling and planning methods. Other advantages include bringing student attention to overlooked behavior issues, resource contentions, and multiple project environments. Since CCPM is about project planning and execution, it complements the broad range of topics that occupy a project management class (i.e, the strategic value of selecting the right projects, project budgeting, etc.).
If one believes in the merits of CCPM and wants to introduce it to undergraduate and/or graduate students, the first problem is selecting supporting materials. While some Operations Management textbooks now acknowledge CCPM in footnotes and sidebars (see, for example, Jacobs et al. 2009, p. 696) and some texts are dedicated entirely to CCPM (e.g., Newbold 1998; Leach 2005), we are aware of no textbook that systematically presents CCPM with examples, exercises, case studies and scientific references the way such resources exist for teaching traditional project management methods. That said, we find the resources summarized in Table 1 useful for pedagogical purposes. Elton & Roe (1998) "Light" overview 30 minutes Newbold (1998, ch 8) Numerical example of CCPM 60 minutes Budd & Cerveny (2010) Technical overview 90 minutes Multitasking game
In-class game with debriefing 120 minutes Goldratt (1997) Business novel; in-depth motivation of CCPM 10 to 15 hours Newbold (1998) Detailed guide to implementing/applying CCPM; a companion to Goldratt (1997) 10 hours
One can combine these resources in various ways depending on course needs and available time.
For example, in a core introductory operations class we have simply assigned Elton and Roe (1998) and offered extra credit to students who read and discuss Goldratt (1997) . At the other extreme, a 3-credit project management class, we have required Goldratt (1997) , Newbold (1998, chapter 8) , run the Multitasking Game in class, shown Jacob's (1998) video and required some of the exercises given in Section 4.
Despite how one combines any materials to present CCPM, one purpose of this paper is to address the mixed academic opinion about critical chain scheduling and buffer management. For instance, one concern is that the notion of a critical chain is not new, attributable to Wiest's (1964) critical sequence (Herroelen and Leus 2001, p. 563 ) and a project buffer to O'Brien (1965) (Trietsch 2005, p. 31) . Others feel some aspects of CCPM are simply not empirically justified, or worse, contradict well-accepted scheduling research (Herroelen and Leus 2001 , Herroelen et al. 2002 , Raz et al. 2003 , Trietsch 2005 . We summarize these issues and suggest appropriate classroom approaches to addressing them.
In addition to scholarly criticism of CCPM, there is a divide between traditional PERT/CPM methods and CCPM. Some feel CCPM does not properly complement currently-accepted project management practices, and in so doing, poses an unnecessary methodological choice between CCPM and mainstream practices (Raz et al. 2003) . "There is a variety of such methods some of which are mutually incompatible and attempting to describe them all is likely to cause confusion" (Nokes et al. 2003 ; see p. 26 for a comparison of nine differences). And it is our experience that students ask, "Why do you teach PERT when we learn so much from Critical Chain?" We report how we come to terms with this potential divide in our classes. For example, in Sec. 4.3 is an activity that we use to encourage students to puzzle over the differences between a PERT and CCPM schedule.
The purpose of this paper then, in summary, is to give teachers insights about adopting CCPM in a balanced fashion given that much of what has been written about the method has not been peer reviewed. It is intended for professors who are not necessarily experts in the literature of project management or scheduling theory, but are often asked to guide students in a unit on project management.
We assume that the reader has read Goldratt (1997) The paper proceeds as follows. First, in Section 2, we define CCPM, identify the ills of traditional project management that motivated it, survey related academic literature to understand if these are real concerns, and suggest strategies for sharing this information with students. In Section 3, we ask if CCPM works, survey the growing number of trade articles that say it does, and ask why there is little peer-reviewed literature to the same effect. In Section 4, we momentarily accept CCPM and develop a sequence of simple numerical examples that are intended to motivate critical student thinking about the CCPM methodology. Two are designed to practice resource-constrained project scheduling. The third requires students to reformulate a classic PERT/CPM problem as a CCPM schedule to highlight differences in the methodologies.
The fourth is a simple example where resources are constrained across multiple projects. The last two critical-thinking exercises involve multitasking and buffer pooling. We conclude with our thoughts on CCPM in the classroom.
INVESTIGATING CCPM's MOTIVATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
Since CCPM is motivated by traditional project management's supposed shortcomings, it is worth asking if scientific evidence in peer-reviewed journals (a) justifies these motivations and (b) agrees with CCPM's prescribed solutions.
Before answering (a), it is useful to define the reasons behind CCPM more precisely. Because we recommend introducing students to CCPM through Goldratt (1997) , our notion of CCPM is rooted in its use there, but we acknowledge that subtle variants can be found in Newbold (1998, Sec 1), Nokes et al. (2003) , Leach (2005, Sec. 1.2), and Walker (2010) and others. Hence, we define the motivating factors and their prescribed solutions in Table 2 . Gupta (2008 Gupta ( , 2010 and Jensen (2010), a critical chain schedule is one that (a) limits the number of simultaneous projects (and hence multitasking) with staggered starts, (b) creates aggressive project plans with global buffers, and (c) avoids precise schedules and instead gives highest priority to tasks that consume the most buffer. Notice that (a), (b) and (c) are a subset of the right column, Table 2 .
Let us now consider if project management scholars agree with the elements of an end-of-project buffer and the net result is a planned project duration of 25% less time than the sum of original estimates. Feeding buffers are inserted where non-critical sequences join the critical chain using a similar procedure.
These methods drew some criticism. For example, Raz et al. (2003) argue that any benefits of pooled buffers have yet to be empirically justified and that, "Imposing shortened duration estimates on task owners will reduce their commitment to the estimates. In addition, the knowledge that their estimates will be reduced is likely to encourage task owners to add larger margins so they still have the safety margin they prefer after the correction" (Raz et al., p. 27 (Raz et al., .
Others support the notion of pooled buffers. In fact, in the project management literature, the idea of a feeding buffer can be traced back to the 1980s (see Trietsch 2005, p . 32, for references).
That said, there is debate about their sizing rules. For example, Hoel and Taylor (1999, pp. 45-46) suggest buffer size alternatives that give particular probabilities of on-time project deliveries.
Others have said, "The ex ante realistic 50% task duration estimate may well be based on loose ground. … In many cases, the result might be an unnecessarily large amount of protection, which could lead to uncompetitive proposals and the loss of business opportunities" (Herroelen and Leus 2001, pp. 562-564) . Specifically, one numerical experiment showed that the root-squareerror method for buffer size estimation is a more accurate approach (Herroelen and Leus 2001) .
Having the most accurate buffer size and corresponding estimated completion date is of particular importance when projects must be won through bids which are evaluated, at least partially, based on the delivery date of the project. Indeed, almost every project selection method uses time in evaluating projects. For example, capital budgeting techniques use an interest rate to trade off time and money (Eschenbach and Cohen 2006) and the payback period is itself a time-based metric. Even methods that do not mandate explicit use of time estimates, such as cost/benefit analysis and scoring models, can readily account for time in their analysis. Also, when estimates are used for bidding purposes, best-value bids are not taken purely on cost but several factors including delivery dates (Gransberg and Ellicott 1997; Kashiwagi and Byfield 2002) . Hence, though an arbitrary 25% reduction in project duration may be impressive when the project manager and owner are the same, it may prove uncompetitive when projects must be won through bidding.
We know of several CCPM practitioners who don't use the 50% rule yet articulate the value of buffers. For example, Newbold (2009) Step (a) is a rather dramatic cultural change for some firms. A recent case study of its effectiveness is the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism which created a culture of accurate time estimates and pooled safety time in public works projects. With the aid of several influential people including Kishira (2009a) , and the related "Safety Bug" animated video series (Kishira 2009c ), this so-called "Win-Win-Win Public Work Reform" has realized impressive lead-time reductions. Kishira's work highlights the two foregoing steps (a) and (b) that are necessary for buffering to work. As an aside, we find Kishira's (2009c) videos liven any classroom discussion.
Parkinson's Law Reigns. Parkinson (1955) said, "Work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion," a phenomenon that was tested empirically (Moss 1978) and later confirmed in projects (Schonberger 1981, Gutierrez and Kouvelis 1991) . Advocates of CCPM introduced the metaphor student syndrome (e.g., see Goldratt 1997, Budd and Cerveny 2010) Procrastination is not necessarily the result of laziness, but rather the case of workers with multiple deadlines on multiple projects. The expedient action (from the worker's point of view)
is to optimize personal workflow by selecting tasks in order of individual deadlines. The message we emphasize to students is that given a due-date, it is rational (and likely efficient) to finish a job near the due-date, and in reality, people do not estimate the time required to complete a task but rather the time by which the task will be completed. That is, they quote due dates, not activity durations. Thinking of the estimate of an activity's duration as a due date, it no longer implies that someone is lazy or wasting time if they complete the activity near the due date. Rather, they are likely being efficient.
Regarding Parkinson's Law, it is worth noting that most people will not be assigned to just one task, but multiple tasks, perhaps on multiple projects. If they schedule their time efficiently, they will complete most of their activities on time but not early. Again, this is not because workers are lazy or wasteful, but due to the structure of an optimal schedule for minimizing tardiness-based objectives. Whether or not CCPM reduces or outright avoids the impact of Parkinson's Law is still an open research question.
The Importance of Parallel Activities Is Underappreciated. One of CCPM's motivations is that delays in noncritical activities can lead to unrecoverable project delays. On one hand, this assertion is well-founded. For example, Schonberger (1981) showed that projects with variable activity times will always exceed the time of the deterministic critical path with the greater the variability or number of parallel paths, the greater the delay.
The CCPM response is the insertion of feeding buffers where noncritical sequences join the critical chain. However, the more parallel paths in a project, the greater the chance that noncritical chains will turn critical and thus feeding buffers will have been misplaced (Raz et al. 2003, p. 28) . While some CCPM practitioners argue for careful daily monitoring of buffer consumption (see, for example, Gupta 2008 and 2010), our example 4.3b (below) is designed to bring student attention to this point; note how all feeding buffers cannot be assigned a time duration prescribed by the 50% rule.
There Is an Early vs. Late Start Dilemma. If noncritical activities follow earliest or latest start times, it is said the project leader will lose focus, resulting in costly delays (e.g., see Goldratt, . The remedy according to CCPM is that feeding buffers dictate the start of noncritical sequences.
One criticism of the approach, according to Herroelen and Leus (2001, pp. 565-566) is that "Pushing activities backward in time in order to insert a feeding buffer may, and mostly will, create resource conflicts. How these conflicts are to be resolved is not described in detail. A possible way for resolving the conflict may be to push the chain of activities feeding a feeding buffer backwards in time until a feasible schedule is obtained again."
Example 4.3 (below) is designed to highlight other feeding buffer insertion complications.
Resource Constraints Occur Across Multiple Projects. While not new, resource leveling through the critical chain-that is, keeping the amount of resources tied up in a project as consistent as possible over the project's lifetime-is an important element of CCPM. However, Raz et al. (2003) question the applicability of a critical chain project solution given that the binding resource across different projects could alternate at different points of time. We invite students to explore a simpler case of constraints across projects using example 4.4 below.
Multitasking Happens. It is our experience teaching CCPM to undergraduates that an important lesson is the loss of focus and productivity and increase in lead times induced by what CCPM practitioners call "multi-tasking" (Goldratt 1997, pp. 125-127) This notion can be further demonstrated by having students play the Multitasking Game in class.
Students roll dice to randomly simulate the progress made on three separate identical projects each week. First, students simulate project execution with multitasking when each project is given equal priority and workers alternate between projects. Second, students simulate project execution without multitasking when projects are prioritized and workers concentrate on the highest priority project. One of the authors has had success using this game to demonstrate multitasking in the classroom and the game has also seen successful use in project management courses at Case Western Reserve University (Vairaktarakis, 2010) and Ohio State University (Hall, 2010) . A simple on-line multitasking activity is also available to demonstrate the concept for projects (http://billiondollarsolution.com/multitasking.html).
To contrast the cultural definition we invite students to listen to Hamilton (2008) and the humorous Sharp (2008) as well as playing the online game "Multitask"
(kongregate.com/games/IcyLime/multitask).
With regard to the cultural meaning of multitasking, the research firm Basex estimated that interruptions and information overload of white-collar/knowledge-based workers take a $650-billion toll on lost productivity and innovation throughout the US economy (Lohr 2008 ).
However, assuming that interruptions are kept to a minimum, there is evidence that the project management definition of multitasking is beneficial when carefully applied to projects. For example, McCollum and Sherman (1991) found that assigning R&D employees to up to three simultaneous projects improved return on investment. Trietsch (2005; p. 32 ) concurs that multitasking is unavoidable and sometimes desirable in practice. And according to Demeulemeester and Herroelen (1996) and Herroelen and Leus (2001) , multitasking can lead to activity preemption, stopping work on a lower priority activity to work on a higher priority activity that has just become available, which has been shown to shorten project durations.
Indeed, it is well known that multitasking increases scheduling flexibility. In the end, there is a difference between efficient assignment of resources to a project and efficient use of resources within an organization. Also, there is a difference between departmental and individual commitments to complete a task. Departments obviously must accept many requests for work, so requiring that no one in a department be assigned to more than one task at a time would make the department manager's scheduling task impossible, even if it works for the project manager. In the end, properly used, multitasking should improve project success; abuse of multitasking can prove detrimental to a project's success.
Managers Focus on Cost. Evidence suggests that a "cost minimization mentality" is less profitable. For example, Port et al. (1990) cite a McKinsey & Co. estimate that firms lose one third of their profits when they accept six-month delays to stay within product development budgets; spending 50% more than budgeted to meet a release date attenuates total profits only 4%.
Of course, this is dependent on the definition of "on time." If buffers and due dates change then the meaning of "on time" also changes. If PERT/CPM project management is about completing projects on time with minimum cost and if the notion of on time is erroneous, this can be a failed approach. However, NPV project management is geared toward maximizing project NPV (Herroelen et al. 1997 ) and can clearly identify what on time should mean. Hence, though practicing project managers may exhibit a tendency to focus too much on cost and not enough on time, this is not a deficiency in project management theory itself which seeks to balance the objectives of time and cost. Indeed, always striving to complete earlier with no regard to budgets can be just as detrimental to project success as sacrificing time for cost. In particular, when the project manager's company is acting as a contractor and does not own the completed project, the benefits of earlier project completion are significantly less. Further, these benefits may well be clearly quantifiable based on the contract with the project owner.
Overall, it is a valid point that project success is not about meeting a target project budget or even a target project due-date. If the goal of a project is to generate profit then the ultimate profitability of the project could be the determinant of the project's success. If profitability can be improved by spending more money to finish sooner or by spending less money to finish later, then so be it.
Finally, we suspect that the focus on time, not cost, is the spirit of W. Edwards Deming's fourth point: "end the practice of awarding business on price alone" (Walton 1986 ).
Projects Finish Late. The characters in Goldratt (1997, p. 25) 
DOES CCPM DELIVER?
We are unaware of any scientific study that assesses performance metrics of a sample of projects controlled with CCPM vs. traditional methods. That said, the number of case studies of successful project execution due to CCPM is burgeoning. These include private, public and government agencies and the documented improvements include substantial time savings, profitability, customer satisfaction, and worker enthusiasm. Table 3 Though some of the above references were not peer-reviewed or were contributed by authors with an economic interest in the CCPM methodology, we suspect the actual list of successes is longer.
For example, by 1999 it was said that CCPM was proved in over 1000 case studies (CabanisBrewin 1999), and we know of several consultants bound by non-disclosure agreements who talk off-the-record about impressive achievements due to CCPM in well-known corporations and government agencies.
In the interest of a balanced appraisal of CCPM, one might ask if reported gains are attributable to the Hawthorne Effect (changes in behavior due to being studied) or the novelty of new management methodologies. The literature is inconclusive, though some argue informally that the Hawthorne Effect is unlikely in project organizations (e.g., see Cabanis-Brewin 1999, pp. 50-51). Two related concerns are noteworthy: sustainment-the endurance of CCPM control methods after the original "CCPM champion" has been promoted or otherwise moved on-and outright project failures. We know several cases in industry and the US military where these have been problematic but not reported publically.
Another pair of related issues is self-selection and self-reporting of users of CCPM. With regard to self-selection it may be the case that only those users for whom non-CCPM tools are failing who would try CCPM. Hence, the case-by-case comparison of CCPM and non-CCPM practices is biased against non-CCPM tools. With regard to self-reporting, it seems likely that companies are more likely to promote and publicize successes than project failure stories. Hence, a number of failed attempts at using CCPM are unlikely to go reported. Indeed, our conversations with consultants reveal such events are likely to be shielded by non-disclosure agreements. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES
We now present a sequence of numerical examples to motivate critical thinking and provide supplemental practice in critical chain scheduling. Detailed discussion of the solutions is available as a teaching note in the appendix.
Simple CCPM Formulation: The Project of Jack and Jill
The first example is a simple resource-constrained project that we find useful for less technical undergraduate students from various business disciplines. Some will find this example unnecessary; it was conceived for the student who does not immediately understand the meaning of person "X" in Goldratt (1997) , the figure on p. 218. Consider a project with the activity precedence relationships and time estimates given in the following table. 
Resource Constraints within a Project: The Project of Person "X"
This example was also developed to aid in debriefing Goldratt (1997) , specifically the conceptual project diagrams on pages 214 and 218. The following example asks students to develop such a diagram from a numerical example. (We do not tell students that it results in an identical figure to that on p. 218.) Consider the following project activity list.
Activity Immediate Predecessors Estimated Activity Time (weeks)
One 
PERT vs. CCPM: The Project of Reliable Construction Company
The purpose of this next example is to convert a well-known PERT problem into a critical chain plan using CCPM methods, forcing students to consider methodological differences between PERT and CCPM. It also presents three situations not formally addressed in most CCPM references: (i) when critical activities precede noncritical activities, (ii) when there is task time distribution information and (iii) when the 50% rule for feeding buffer allocation is infeasible.
Again, because we introduce the method from Goldratt (1997) , the problem is framed about that reference, though it need not be.
Consider the project of Reliable Construction Co. (Hillier and Lieberman 2001) with the precedence relationships (Table 10 .1, p. 469) and optimistic (o), most likely (m), and pessimistic (p) time estimates (Table 10 .4, p. 488) and expected critical activities A-B-C-E-F-J-L-N that yield the expected project duration 44 weeks.
(a) In Goldratt (1997, p. 156) , the characters ultimately decide that "time allotted for each step will only be cut by one-half. On the other end, the project buffer will not be equal to what they trimmed. It will be set to only half of it." We call this the 50% rule.
Considering the spirit of the 50% rule, reformulate each time estimate and the duration of the project buffer. What is the revised planned project duration?
(b) Similarly, regarding noncritical activities, "For each feeding path they decide to cut the original time estimates of the steps in half and use half of the trimmed lead time as a 'feeding buffer' " (Goldratt, p. 158) . Use this information to sketch a figure similar to that at the bottom of page 158 for the project. In the figure, indicate the duration of each activity and buffer.
(c) The 50% rule is just one approach to achieve a more general philosophy of CCPM,
namely, that activity times should not be padded but rather "aggressive but doable" with a collectively-shared buffers inserted in appropriate places (i.e., the project and feeding buffers). However when you considered a PERT problem, you were presented with three numbers: optimistic, most-likely, and pessimistic time estimates for each task. Describe how you used these three times to create an "aggressive but doable" estimate for each task and your reasoning for doing so. Explain.
Resource Constraints across Multiple Projects: The Company of Jack & Jill & Jane
The purpose of this problem is to give students practice with resource constraints across projects, an idea that is mentioned but not developed in the references in Table 1 
Is Multitasking Always Bad?
Consider a project with the activity precedence relationships and time estimates given in the following 
Activities A and F are dummy activities indicating project start and completion. Two workers are available. Due to her skill set, Jill is responsible for activities C and E. Similarly, only Jack can do activities B and D. Since Jack's activities are ordered by the precedence relationships, there is no opportunity for Jack to multitask. However, Jill's activities are not ordered by precedence constraints and therefore she may multitask, that is, work on both activities C and E at the same time. However, since multitasking is inefficient, assume that Jill's total output is only 2/3 of what it would be if she dedicates her time to only one activity. In other words, any week that Jill multitasks activities C and E, that week will require 50% more time than originally budgeted (requiring 3 weeks of multitasking to complete one week of work on both activities simultaneously). Should Jill multitask? Why or why not? Explain.
Anecdotal Reasoning?
We use this example to clarify something that people read in Goldratt (1997) .
CCPM supposes that task buffering is wasteful in organizations and that it is easy to eliminate vast amounts of time from a project. For example, in Goldratt (1997, pp. 183-184) , the hero manages to get a coatings subcontractor to agree to "drop everything else and work on it" when a job arrives. The only apparent barriers for the subcontractor are a price increase and that he be given ten days' notice (with updates) of the job's arrival. Identify as many problems with this exchange that you can imagine. Explain.
CCPM Software; Other Computer Activities and Games
According to Vinson (2010) In addition to the multitasking games mentioned earlier, other CCPM games worth considering include James Holt's at www.wsu.edu/~engrmgmt/holt (see "TOC Project management Games" under EM530) as well as what is now being called "Tony Rizzo's Bead Game" for resourceconstrained project scheduling in a multi-project setting (see Roggenkamp et al. 2005) .
CONCLUSION
We hope that this document gives instructors actionable ideas for their project management lesson plans and helps them decide what content, if any, regarding CCPM they will include in a syllabus. Our conclusion is that a unit on CCPM enriches a traditional project management course by exposing the potential pitfalls of standard scheduling methods. While some practitioners tell us that CCPM replaces such methods, from a pedagogical perspective we feel CCPM is a complement. It's the comparing and contrasting of CCPM with established practices that motivates deep student thinking and learning.
Despite the lack of scientific, peer-reviewed evidence about the effectiveness of critical chain project control, we feel the method contributes unique enrichment to a student's project management education. In the way Deming's methods were about instilling cooperation in teams to work toward a common goal, the teachings of CCPM promote more selfless collaboration in project organizations. For example, the majority of the success stories surveyed in Table 3 include anecdotes of greater worker enthusiasm, enhanced sense of teamwork, and more joy in work. On this basis, it seems the cultural shift of eliminating individual milestone responsibilities and the resulting working together with aggressive time estimates and shared buffers has the potential to be one of the most important contributions and innovations due to the methodology.
Finally, CCPM was never intended to address certain aspects of project management that are thus intentionally absent from this review. These include the distinction between successful projects and successful project planning (for more, see Raz et al. 2003, p. 30) , capital budgeting and the strategic importance of choosing the right projects, and budgeting individual projects properly.
We also do not address how one teaches CCPM implementation nor how CCPM methods accommodate scope creep.
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We wish to thank Eliyahu Goldratt for writings that have motivated three decades of intellectual Noting that person X is responsible for activities B, D, F, K, M (or a total time of 13.5 weeks, 2.5 weeks longer than the 11-week critical path E-F-G-H-I), it is clear that there is a critical chain.
We could redraw the foregoing figure similar to that on page 218, as shown below. The critical chain is person X's activities plus any activities that delay X from starting (the shortest of which is L, ½ week) and any activities that delay the project completion when X is done (activity I, 2 weeks). Thus, the planned project duration is now 24 weeks. (b) The following solution is based on the first interpretation in part (a). In the following figure, the feeding buffer for the noncritical chain D-G-H-M should be 6 weeks but only 5 are available. Similarly, the feeding buffer for I should be 1.75 weeks but only 1 is available and the feeding buffer for K should be 1 week but only a half-week is available.
All durations in the following figure are in weeks.
(c) See part (a). It's generally not clear which is the correct interpretation of the 50% rule applied to the three PERT time estimates. That however is exactly the point. By being puzzling and open-ended, it challenges students to construct a deeper understanding of both PERT and CCPM methods.
A classical PERT formulation of the original problem reveals that activities on the expected critical path are the same as the critical chain above, and thus the expected project duration and variance are 44 and 9 weeks, respectively. Contrast the CCPM formulation's planned 36-week project duration with the PERT formulation's implication that there is 99.6% chance that the actual project duration is greater than 36 weeks.
In general, one should be cautious when comparing a CCPM project duration with the length of a PERT expected critical path, since CCPM assumes a more hands-on approach. For insights comparing time/cost estimates on projects with hands-on and hands-off managerial approaches, we recommend Jørgensen and Wallace (2000) .
Example 4.4
Step 1: Prioritize projects. According to CCPM, the project of Jack & Jill receives priority due to the delay cost.
Step 2: Find independent schedules for the two projects. For the project of Jack & Jill the critical path is A-B-C-D (it is also optimal to transpose B and C) taking time 3+6+2+5=16 weeks and receiving a buffer of 8 weeks for a completion date of 24 weeks. For the project of Jack & Jane the schedule is the same using the critical path E-F-G-H.
Step 3: Resolve resource conflicts in favor of the higher priority project. The bottleneck resource is Jack since he is needed on both projects from time 3 through time 11. We resolve this by giving priority to the project of Jack & Jill. So, starting at time 3 Jack will execute the sequence of critical activities B-C-F-G. This results in no change in the project of Jack & Jill. But, the project of Jack & Jane is delayed. Jack will not start activity F until he finishes activity C at time 11. So, using the late start schedule for project Jack & Jane, Jane will now start activity E at time 8 so that it finishes at time 11. This means the entire schedule for project Jack & Jane will be delayed 8 weeks with a completion date of 32 weeks, as shown in the following Gantt chart (grey shading refers to Jack and Jane's project.) 3. Suppose we allow Jack to multitask and work on both projects at the same time. Then, even if multitasking is inefficient, it could be possible to complete both projects later than 24 weeks but before 32 weeks. When might this be a good idea? If we assume a very strict priority hierarchy, delaying one project 8 weeks is better than delaying the other project just one week. But what if the cost of delaying the two projects was about equal beyond a certain date? 4. Jack moves between the two projects. In particular Jack needs to be updated about the progress on activities A and E so that he is ready to start B and F once they are available.
Whenever such a resource switch occurs along the critical chain, this should be handled with a resource buffer which is not a time buffer but an early warning system for the resource to not be late.
Example 4.5
Despite the inefficiency of multitasking, the schedule that completes the project as early as possible requires it. To see why, consider the following schedule which completes the project as early as possible without multitasking: Without multitasking, we must sequence activities C and E, resulting in a 10-week minimum project duration since C has a predecessor and successor that require 3 weeks. Now, consider the revised schedule if multitasking is used: The project is now completed in 9 weeks. Though Jill is less efficient (she requires 8 weeks to do 7 weeks' work), the project finishes sooner because her 8 days of work start immediately whereas the 7 days of work were delayed 3 days for activity B. Hence, we conclude that though multitasking is inefficient for individuals it need not be inefficient for projects and organizations as a whole.
Example 4.6
There are three problems with this exchange. First, the subcontractor never promises how long it will take to complete the job, and therefore, they do not actually know what they are getting for the extra money. Second, since the commitment is not to finish the job at a certain time but to start it after arrival, the only way to verify that the promise is being kept would be to have someone in the shop monitor progress during the completion of the job. Third, suppose the same subcontractor has another client making use of CCPM. What if the two jobs which are to be given top priority from the two different customers arrived at the same time? The subcontractor would renege on at least one commitment. Similar problems were encountered and solved during the implementation of CCPM in the Warner Robins Air Logistics Center as detailed in Srinivasan et al. (2007) .
The shortsightedness of these examples also extends to cutting time on jobs performed within an organization. Consider the example of the 7 weeks required to purchase a connector (Goldratt, p. 48) . Suppose the actual work to place the order requires less than 15 minutes; if the supplier is out of stock someone could purchase the connector at a local electrical supply store in at most a few hours. Goldratt, however, implies that using CCPM would save such projects weeks of delay by reducing the length of the connector acquisition time to at most one day. In rebuttal, we propose three alternative scenarios:
1. The department head explains that the connector request must be handled through standard procedures so that no favoritism is shown.
2. The department head originally agrees. But, the next day when ten other project managers demand equal treatment having heard about the promise, he phones to renege on the promise.
3. The department head, having been trained in operations management techniques, dedicates a single staff member to process work requests which take 15 minutes or less to complete. This way, no such job will wait more than 24 hours before being processed.
Similarly, the department head has guaranteed the quality and responsiveness of suppliers so that extended delays from stock outs are not an issue. All ten project managers throughout the company will experience significantly improved service while never employing CCPM.
The last scenario highlights that the issue is not a buffering issue. The large buffers are appropriate given how the department is being operated. But, rather than addressing underlying scheduling issues within the department, the story addresses the buffering issue for one project.
This leaves the disease but treats the symptom; CCPM gets credit for treating a symptom while other projects within the organization suffer from the disease. Also, an analogy can be made with just-in-time (JIT) or lean philosophies where the inflated buffer is thought to hide inefficiencies within the organization. Hence, an application of JIT or lean management should fix the problem with no need for CCPM techniques.
